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Paul provides a fully or partially outsourced office of the Corporate 
Secretary.  He frequently speaks and writes about the roles of the 
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary and about the benefits of 
separating and outsourcing all, or a portion of, the Corporate Secretary 
function.  Leveraging the Conduko platform through Conduko's 
Professional Services Partner, Governance Partners Group LLC, Paul 
relieves corporate officers of the administrative burdens associated with 
the Corporate Secretary function by providing the following services:  

Professional Profiles 

Outside Corporate Secretary Services 

 

Orchestrate board and shareholder meetings and take minutes 

Manage board and committee agendas and meeting calendar 

Drive and track progress toward meeting preparation milestones  

Assist with the preparation and distribution of meeting books 

Maintain minute books and compliance for global subsidiaries 

Manage transfer agent, registered agent and other relationships 

Identify and implement software solutions to improve workflow 

Manage or assist with all corporate governance-related initiatives 

 

For more information about Conduko’s full suite of managed professional services and SaaS software 
platform, please visit www.conduko.com and contact us at (877) 680-1842 or info@conduko.com.   
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The Value Proposition of Outsourcing the 
Corporate Secretary Function (abridged) 

For the unabridged version of this article, please visit www.conduko.com/blog/outsourced-corp-sec  
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By Paul Marcela and Andrew Vitrano 

The Corporate Secretary function in the U.S. has become more complex and administratively 
intensive. This has put a tremendous amount of pressure on the corporate officer, whether it be 
the General Counsel, Chief Financial Officer or other officer, who is also assigned the role of 
“Corporate Secretary.” For larger companies that might have a solely-designated Corporate 
Secretary, this trend has led to the formation of entire in-house teams dedicated to the 
function.  In the U.K. and many former British Commonwealth countries, the Corporate 
Secretary function is more recognized as a discipline worthy of a licensed professional who is 
specifically trained in the responsibilities of the Corporate Secretary, and “Corporate Secretariat” 
firms that provide trained professionals to support the function on an outsourced basis are 
more common.  With an increased focus on corporate governance for both public and private 
companies alike, similar firms are beginning to emerge in the U.S., and CEOs and Chairs of 
boards are recognizing the value of outsourcing all or a portion of the Corporate Secretary 
function to managed services firms that have the professionals, resources and relationships to 
properly support it.  Here are just a few of the benefits of outsourcing all or a portion of the 
office of the Corporate Secretary:  
 
Corporate Officers Can Focus on Providing those Value-Added Services the CEO and the Board 
Expects them to Provide and Not on the Less Valuable Administrative Aspects of Their Roles 

An Outside Professional Who has the Support of a Managed Services Provider’s Software and 
Third-Party Relationships Can Perform the Role More Efficiently and More Cost-Effectively 

For Companies Whose In-House Lawyer is Serving as Corporate Secretary, Attorney-Client 
Privilege is Better Maintained by Limiting the Non-Legal Content of His or Her Communications 
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